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INTRODUCTION. 
Ice formation of Dawing water In a pipe or a channel, whose wall is kept at a unifonn temperature 
below the freezing temperature of the waler, is a basic engineering problem. It Introduces many 
practical problems. such as pressure drop. diminution of flow rate and sometime, breakage of abe pipe 
as a result of now blockage by ice. The phenomenon of freezing of flowing water involves interactions 
between the turbulent flow. the shape of tbe ice layer and the beat transfer at the i~water interface. 
Under certain conditions these interactions result in an instabiUly or the ice layer. This instabiUty is 
caused by the strong laminarizatIon of the turbulent flow due 10 oonverging ice layers in the entrance 
region of the cooled channel and results in a wavy icc structure. Wavy ice layers with one wave, 
occuring in a parallel.plate channel subjected to symmetrically oooled wallS were investigated 
experimentally by Seld et at [1) and by Weigand and Beer (2). More """nUr Weigand and Beer [3) 
were able to prcdfct numerically the shape or wavy ice layers with one wave occurlng in a 
symmetrically a>oled dianne). Wavy Ice layers in a parallel-plate channel with one wave in the case oC 
asymmetrically CXlOled walls were investigated ezperlment3lly by Tag<> et at [4) and by Weigand and 
Beer [5) No numerical calculation of asymmeUic wavy freezing fronts was done In the pa5L Therefore, 
the subject or this paper is the presentatIon of a nwoericaJ. moclel for caJ.culaUng steady state icc layers 
with onc wave in the cntrance region DC an asymmetric tooled channel The method is based on a 
work performed by Weigand and Beer [31. The given numerical study is supponed by a detaUed 
experimental investIgation. 

ANALYSIS. 
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Consideration Is given to a turbulent now entering an asymmetrically cooled parallel-plate channel 
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(Fig. 1) wilh a fully developed turbulent velocity profile and with tbe unlrorm temperature To- In the 
chill region, tbe wall temperature or tbe lower wall is maintained al a ronsl3nt value T .. whicb is 
below tbe freezing temperature TI" or the nuid and therefore, a frozen layer is generated at the cooled 
lower waIL The upperwaU of the two dimensional channel was pcrfeclely isolated. Therefore, the heat 
nux through this wall is zero. 

A.\suming a:n incompressible, Newtonian fluid with constant nuid propenies, the steady-state 
boundary layer equations for the Ouid can be written as (6) 
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where e; = e,/vL is lbe eddy viscoshy and Prl is tbe turbulent P13ndll number aa:ordfng to Cebed 
(6]. The boundoJy ",.dltio .. belon~g to eqs. (I) 0 (4) an: pn by 

:p -PD' u -given 
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y - ~(x) : u - v - 0 

In the solid region, one dimension&) heat conduction is assumed. Therelore, the temperature 
distribution in the solid mat can be shown to be 

cr, - T,J I cr. - T,J - (y - all (II - a): o. y • H (6) 

Eq~ (I) 0 (S) are ",upled with cq. (6) by the Interface energy equation 

aT, aT 
Ie, ar - 1;. ay yo OW (7) 

Dewier (7J (ouod out that the turbuleot Reynolds sbear suess can be taken approxlmately as 
COnstant alODg a streamJJ.ae 1Il a hJgb.lyaa:elerated now. whJch yields a 'IaminarizatlOD' 

(8) 

where" is tbe streamfUJIClion defined in the common way [6]. Equation (8) was used for calculating 
t!~ in the region 0 s x S Xcr The Initial distribution or the turbulent shear stress for x = 0 C3D easily 
be obtained with the help of a mixing length model (6). 

For x :> Xu- the acceleration due to the sharply lnaeasfng thiCImes5 of the Icc layer ccasc:s aDd the 
Oow reccdt$ to its orfgiDally turbuleot stale. In this region, where the beat lraJlSfcr at the soJid·Uquid 
interface is strongly enhanced. the eddy viscosity was calculated with a modified mixirlg length model 
according to MolIat and. Kays {8]. The transition polot Xu- was romialed fiom measurements. For 
more detailed l.nrormatioJlS concerning the turbuJence modeWog. the. reader is refered to {3J. The 
calculation of the frozco layer Involves aD Ueration procedure. InJtWIy a distribution of the Icc layer 



is assumed. With lhis varialion of !j(x) the oonservation cqualions (1) _ (4) are solved with the hetp 
of an impUcil finlte-ditrerenee method. which is known in lilerature as the KclJer box-method (6). 
After solving the eqs. (1) - (4) jn oonjunctJon wilh the boundary conditions eq. (5). a newdistlibulion 
of 6(x) is calculated b)' inserting the ),et known temperature gradient at the solid·liquid interface into 
eq. (7). This heration process is repeated until A6 = 16(1) - &(1.1) I < 0.Ql H at every axial position 
Cor two succesive iterations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
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Fig. %. InOuenee of (be cooUng parameter B on the shape of the Ice layers. 
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Fig. J. Influence of the Reynolds nunlber on, the shape or the ice layers. 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show comparisonS between calculated aDd measured ice layers ploted as a function 
of the ax:ia1 coon1iDate. In bam figures (1 - 6IH) ... 0 denolCS the cooled lower waU and 
(1 - 6IH) = 1 lbe boIa1ed upper wall 01 lbe parallel.pIale channel Fig. Z eludd.1'" th., an 
iIIcreasillg~ cooliDg parameterB ... IcJkL(TP - Tw)/(fo· TF) results In n thicker tce byer for a givcn 
value of the Reynol!1S number RCzH: = \io2HIVL (wbere no. is the mean velodty at the entraDce of the 
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test section). For B = 13 a smooth ice layer is formed at the cooled wall of the channel. Increasing the 
cooling parameter B. results in a more pronounced laminarization of the flow in the entrance region 
of the cooled channel and a wavy Ice layer with one small wave can be observed. A funher increase in 
B leads to the development of a wavy ice layer with a steeper gradient of 5 in the diffusor region of 
the wave.. Fig. 3 visualizes the effect of a variation of the Reynolds number on the Icc layer thickness 
for a fixed value of B. It is obvious that an increasing Reynolds number results in a decreasing ice 
layer thickness. This is due. to the intensified heat transfer tram the flowing liquid to the solid crust 
with growing values of Rem. The figure shows that the agreement between theol)' and experiment is 
quite good for Rem = 24000 and Rem == 34000. For lower values of the Reynolds number it can be 
observed that the theoretical model is not able 10 predict the minimum value of the ice layer thickness 
in the dlffusor region. This can be attributed to three dimensional effects appearing in the dlffusor 
region and also 10 the simple IUrbulence model which was used for the calculations for x > ~ [3). 
Additionally. it can be recognized that for Rew: = 14000 the theoretical results deviate from 
measurements for x < Xu- This signifies that a full laminarization of the flow has taken place in the 
entrance region of the cooled channel [9J. In sucb a case the shape of the ice layer for x < Xtr can be 
calculated with good accuracy by neglecting the eddy viscosity in the oonservation equations (t:; = 0). 
The turbulence model according to Deissler. eq. (8), overpredicts the heat transfer from the nuld to 
the solid crust in sucb an extreme case. 

CONCLUSIONS. 
Acamllng to the experimental anI! theoretical results or the present investigation coneering the 
freezing of water Dow between asymmetrically cooled parallel plates with the occurente of 
laminarizatlon effects, the following major conclusions may be drawn: 

Astrong coupling c:dsts between the nature of the lIow and the shape ot the soUd-Uquid Interface. 
The development of wavy fc,e.layers can be attributed to the flow laminadzatlon in the entrance 
region of the parallel-plate channeL 
IncreasiDg the Reynolds number for a given value or B and Pr tends to stabWzc the fee layer 
(Fig. 3). 
Increasing the cooling parameter B for a fixed value of tbe Reynolds number tends to destabilize 
the Icc layer (Fig. 2). 
A simple method is presented for calculating the axial distn'bution of wavy icc layers with one 
wave for steady.state conditions. 
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